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EMBRACE YOUR INNER STORYTELLER TO SET TRENDS THAT SET
YOU APART
Whether you know it or not, as catering and event professionals your job is less about feeding people and setting up spaces to host
their celebrations, and more about transporting guests to new places. Through food, beverages, décor, and experiences, you are
storytellers. And as storytellers, you have the unique ability to become trendsetters. To show you what I mean, I’m going to do some
storytelling of my own.

Once Upon a Time…
During my early college years in the mid-90s, I didn’t eat like a normal college student. That’s because I was going to school full time
while working full time for a global benefits consulting firm. Granted, I was on the lowest rung of the ladder, working in the company
print room, but I was still privy to the amazing benefits granted to all employees. Top on the list: eating like a queen.
I’m talking free food and free beverages all day, every day. Our break room refrigerators were stocked with soda, juice, and water.
And morning and afternoon snacks were swapped in and out daily. The catered cafeteria offered hot breakfasts and lunches, pastries
and cereal in the morning, and a sandwich bar, salad bar, two soups, and varying desserts—in the afternoons. If you worked a late
shift, no worries, the fridges were filled so you could heat up leftovers.
No one ever wanted to leave campus, and friends always wanted to visit. To say my expectations were set high at such a young age
was an extreme understatement—followed by extreme disappointment when I went on to work for other companies who barely
provided free office supplies.

A Bar-Raising Event
But the bar was raised even higher when I attended my first company party. To accommodate the hundreds of employees and their
plus ones, an entire hotel rented out and transformed into the ultimate tropical luau, making guests feel as if they stepped out of the
Midwest and right onto the islands of Hawaii.
Keep in mind, this was circa 1996 or 1997, and I was maybe 18 or 19. Aside from weddings, I had never seen this level of detail put
into any party. Having later in life attended a real luau on my honeymoon in Oahu, I’m almost sorry to say the food at the corporate
party was far superior. And keeping in tradition with the corporate culture, all food and beverages—liquor included—was free. The
latter a big plus being under 21 and not getting carded, but I digress.
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Writing the Story
Decades since, I’ve yet to attend an
event to outmatch it. It was an event
to end all events–and I mean that
both figuratively and literally, as it was
the last party of its kind the company
would ever host. But that might’ve
had more to do with C-suite
executives passed out in the hotel
lobby and on the front lawn versus worrying no future event could reach the same level of caliber.
That aside, I don’t know the team of people who made the event possible, but I do know they did it all without inspiration from
Pinterest, hashtags on Instagram, or image searches on Google. That’s because the Internet was still in its infancy; social media and
Google did not yet exist.
Instead, I imagine inspiration to be gathered from:

 the pages of travel and regional magazines and guidebooks
 personal travel experiences of their very own
 researching and learning about the culture at the library
 trying cuisines provided at authentic restaurants

Whatever their process may have been, and regardless of if a luau was a redundant theme at the time, I see that catering and event
team as true trendsetters. When was the last time you felt the same?

Tell Your Own Tale
Ready to set catering and events trends? Storytelling is just one way to do so, but there are
plenty more. Join me at the 2019 NACE Experience Conference
(http://www.cvent.com/d/tgqy0d) on Tuesday, July 16 from 10:45 to 11:45 AM for my
presentation “Trendsetting Ideas: Lead the Way Toward Elevated Events.” In a fun,
interactive style, you’ll learn how to satisfy clients’ wants and needs while simultaneously
helping you to stand out in the industry.

Carrie Anton (https://nace19.snoball.events/s/carrie-anton) is the Chief Wonder Woman of Wonder: An Idea Studio
(https://wonderideastudio.com/), an ideation company offering creative training, guided brainstorm sessions, and strategies for
innovation, Anton speaks publicly to and consults for those seeking to reimagine workplace culture and make creativity the focus of
their future. Her most recently co-authored book is Me, Myself & Ideas: The Ultimate Guide to Brainstorming Solo
(https://wonderideastudio.com/me-myself-ideas/) (April 2019, Andrews McMeel).
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